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Raise your hand or type in zoom
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Given specifications, 
you can create interactions



The next step is to become a 
user interface designer.

You identify the user

You identify a problem

You find the solution



“Design is a plan for arranging elements 
to accomplish a particular purpose.” 

– Charles Eames

What is design?

A method for understanding & solving people’s problems



Science is a method for 
understanding the universe

Design is a method for understanding 
and solving people’s problems 



Design is a process where you work with 
users to understand their problems…

I just don’t get 
what to do.

What’s wrong?



And test solutions with users until it solves 
the problem.
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Understand the problem Solve the problem

Flare and Focus 

The Double Diamond Process 

• Brainstorm
• Interview
• Research

Synthesize
into insights 
and ideas

• Prototype solutions
• Explore technical 

options
Test them

IdeasChallenge Product



The three massive mistakes in the design 
process
1. Starting big. 
2. Assuming you understand the problem
3. Assuming the process is linear.



Don’t start big. Start small.



These videos became Khan Academy.
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Very general problem
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But it started by helping 
a person with a problem, and lot of iteration

A+



What are the kinds of things 
Politicians, Beauty Queens, and Silicon Valley 
say they will solve?



What are the kinds of things 
Politicians, Beauty Queens, and Silicon Valley 
say they will solve?



What’s appealing about general goals?



What’s the problem with general goals?

They aren’t actionable.



General Vs. Specific Goals

Goal 1:
“Clean the house.”

Goal 2:
“Fold that basket of laundry.”

General goals sound appealing, but specific goals are actionable:
What person is going to execute what action on 

what object and get what value?



General goals are actually Domains

Domain:
“Clean the house”

Specific goal:
“Fold that basket of laundry.”



What’s the risk with a specific goal? 

“Fold that basket of laundry.”



Specific goals can be trivial.

But, if you start specific, 
you can usually generalize



Domain

Online shopping

Specific Need

Uncommon books 

Social Networking Harvard students looking 
up dorm, classes, 
relationship status

Read/send Email No page reload
Never Delete

Generalized to

Clothes,Food,
Amazon Fresh
Other sellers

Ivy League
US Colleges
Everybody

Chat
GDrive

Graphic Design
For novices

High School 
Yearbooks

Posters, 
flyers, ads

If you start specific, 
you can usually generalize later.

If you start specific, you can usually generalize.



Starting with a specific person and problem  
allows you to understand the problem and test 

various solutions.
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Don’t assume the problem. 
Research it.



Understand the problem Solve the problem

Flare and Focus 

The Double Diamond Process 

• Brainstorm
• Interview
• Research

Synthesize
into insights 
and ideas

• Prototype solutions
• Explore technical 

options
Test them

IdeasChallenge Product



Understand the problem Solve the problem

Phase 1: Understand the Problem

• Brainstorm
• Interview
• Research

Synthesize
into insights 
and ideas

• Prototype solutions
• Explore technical 

options
Test them

IdeasChallenge Product



Brainstorm to understand the space of 
possibilities. What problems might I solve?

• Cooking
• Is meat cooked?
• How prepare sashimi
• How to fold dumplings!
• Vegan meat substitutes
• How to tell if fruit is fresh

• Programming
• Regular Expressions
• How to rebase
• Latex functions
• GET vs. POST requests in AJAX

• Basketball
• What’s a pick and roll
• How to shoot a free throw
• Roles of positions
• What does the GM do?



Phase 1: Understand the problem

Talk to Users



I hate homework
I hate taxes

I hate eating 
vegetables

I hate speaking 
up  in class

If you ask “What are your problems?” you get 
things like this. 

I hate my cell 
phone carrier

These answers doesn’t provide us with the 
details we need to understand the problem. 



To find insights and opportunities to help users,
we need to dig into the details of their experience.

What’s the experience of 
speaking up in class?

I hate speaking up 
in class



Step 1. 
Find a real person who has done this recently.

Caroline – a student in User Interface design who is 
shy, but is forced to participate in class and fill out 
a form after class to record her participation



Step 2. 
Ask them about a specific time they did it.

When was the last time you spoke up in class?
• What did you say?
• Why did you decide to speak up then?
• What did it feel like. Easy? Hard? Scary? 
• What happened after you spoke up?
• What did you think/feel/say/do?
• Then what?

Don’t ask broad questions like “why don’t you like speaking up in class?”
People are better at accurately recalling a specific incident and reasoning about it.



Student answers to: “Tell me about the last 
time you participated in class?”

I’m worried my accent won’t be understood

I’m so nervous about participating that I don’t 
pay attention

It takes me a few seconds to think of something, 
and by then you’ve called on someone in the 
front row.

I always forget to fill out the participation form.

I only saw something if I’m 100% sure of the 
answer. I don’t like to guess

I always forget to fill out the participation form.

I always forget to fill out the participation form.

I always forget to fill out the participation form.

I always forget to fill out the participation form.



But why is filling the form so hard????

I’m running to my next class, 
and my mind switches tasks

I need a computer to fill it out 
because I have to be logged in.

I remind you right after class. 
Don’t you pull out your phone after class anyway???

There is other stuff to check on my 
phone that I get sucked into.

I didn’t know there was a deadline 
to fill them out by!!!!!

I fill it out after I go home

Can’t I just put it on the homework.



Step 5.
Identify insights, opportunities and metrics.

• Have people just write their participation on the homework.



Homework
Individual. User Interview: For one of the domains you are 
considering teaching, find a target user and interview them for 
~10-20 minutes. 
• Get a sense of what they already know about the topic, 
• What’s hard about it?
• What might they might be interesting in learning? 

• Then, ask them about a really good learning experience they 
had in the past. 

• Ask them to describe the experience
• Reflect on what they liked.
• Why did they like it?



Phase 1: Understand the problem

Competitor Analysis



Near Competitors 
(other ways of teaching 4170)



Far competitors (other teaching tools)



Homework
1. Individual. Competitor Analysis: What are 5 existing products that 

allow you to learn with interactions, and feedback. 
1.What topic does it teach? 
2.Who is the target?
3.What media does it use to help people learn? 
4.What is a major way it uses interaction to help people learn
5.What are 3 things you like about it? 
6.What are 3 things that could be better?



Competitors for teaching people to differentiate 
impressionism from post-impressionism



Phase 1: Understand the problem

Academic Research



Read books, papers, theories, scientific 
evidence to get insights into the problem.



Educational insight #1:
Reading textbooks is boring. Nobody learns from that. People learn by 
practicing - from doing something and getting feedback. 

• Design and build a web application
• That allows a user to interact with media
• Within a domain of your choosing
• To help a user learn an introductory topic interactively
• And help them assess themselves with a quiz. 
• And keep learning through feedback from the quiz.
• In under 10 minutes total



Educational insight #2:
Students are terrible at assessing their learning. They need tools to 
assess themselves.

• Design and build a web application
• That allows a user to interact with media
• Within a domain of your choosing
• To help a user learn an introductory topic interactively
• And help them assess themselves with a quiz. 
• And keep learning through feedback from the quiz.
• In under 10 minutes total



Insights and opportunities can come from 
anywhere. Just observe and ask why?

In academic studies During everyday activities In the things you find fun

Why didn’t Aristotle try any of 
his theories like Galileo did?

How do baristas manage to 
serve all these assholes?

How does Popovic always construct a 
playoff team and the Knicks can’t win 
shit?



Everyday activity: changing the thermostat?

Why do I have to set this 
stupid thing constantly?



Real ideas behind applications you use.

Teaching fractions Workbooks suck. I’m going to show people 
how I think through them problem.

Making yearbooks Photoshop is HARD, and sharing resources is annoying.
Maybe some online templates can make this easier.

Social network for photos. People take crappy photos and are not too eager to share 
them. What if filters made every photo beautiful?

Problem Idea



Understand the problem Solve the problem

Phase 2: Solve the Problem

• Brainstorm
• Interview
• Research

Synthesize
into insights 
and ideas

• Prototype solutions
• Explore technical 

options
Test them

IdeasChallenge Product



Design isn’t linear. It’s iterative.



Ideas Implementation

People expect implementation to be linear

IdeasChallenge Product

Expectation



Ideas Implementation

Instead, implementation is iterative.

IdeasChallenge Product

Reality



The Waterfall Model of software design

Product

Requirements

Design

Implement

Fix bugs

Ship it

• One button
• Touch screen
• Soft keyboard

Idea
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The Waterfall Model: What’s good about it?

Product

Requirements

Design

Implement

Fix bugs

Ship it

• One button
• Touch screen
• Soft keyboard

Idea
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It’s simple, linear, and the 
steps are certain



The Waterfall Model: What could go wrong?

Product

Requirements

Design

Implement

Fix bugs

Ship it

• One button
• Touch screen
• Soft keyboard

Idea
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What if a touch 
screen can’t be 
implemented?

What if this 
device is so 
slow it’s 
unusable?

How can we keep 
up with the 
competition?

What if the 
hardware 
weighs 30 lbs?

When there are many unknowns,
Design is always iterative –

so you might as well plan for it.



Iterative Design
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Idea Product



Iterative Design origins: 
Spiral Model of software engineering  (Barry Boehm, 1988)

Every iteration should experiment with 
the next biggest risk.

How to achieve the 
perfect gradient on 
app icons?

Does touch work?

All new concepts are risks.
They must all be prototyped.
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To minimize risk on novel designs, 
Use iteration on each risky aspect of the design
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Idea Product

Touch screen Soft keyboard One button



Iterative Design is good because it minimizes risk
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Iterative Design: what’s hard about it?
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Idea Product

The steps aren’t certain from the start.



Low-Fidelity Prototypes



Iterative Design is good because it minimizes risk
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The first iteration should be as 
low-fidelity as possible
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Start with a paper prototype. Why?



Pixar makes detailed and beautiful films



They always start with a storyboard. Why?

Storyboard can test the coherency of a story at a high level,
while it is still easy to change it.



Storyboards are also good for 
prototyping software interactions

Given a task or goal, 
can the user navigate through the system coherently?



For complex goals, break the task into 
states, options, and transitions to new states.

Prototypes test the coherency of navigating through the app 
To reach the goal.



Other domains with low-fi prototypes
Essays: outlines Acting: Table reads

Painting: Sketches Fashion: Sketches Sports: Diagram “plays”



HW9: Low-Fidelity Prototypes in 
Google Docs







Summary



“Design is a plan for arranging elements 
to accomplish a particular purpose.” 

– Charles Eames

What is design?

A method for understanding & solving people’s problems



Science is a method for 
understanding the universe

Design is a method for understanding 
and solving people’s problems 



Design is a process where you work with 
users to understand their problems…

I just don’t get 
what to do.

What’s wrong?



And test solutions with users until it solves 
the problem.
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Understand the problem Solve the problem

Flare and Focus 

The Double Diamond Process 

• Brainstorm
• Interview
• Research

Synthesize
into insights 
and ideas

• Prototype solutions
• Explore technical 

options
Test them

IdeasChallenge Product



Don’t start big. Start small.



Domain

Online shopping

Specific Need

Uncommon books 

Social Networking Harvard students looking 
up dorm, classes, 
relationship status

Read/send Email No page reload
Never Delete

Generalized to

Clothes,Food,
Amazon Fresh
Other sellers

Ivy League
US Colleges
Everybody

Chat
GDrive

Graphic Design
For novices

High School 
Yearbooks

Posters, 
flyers, ads

If you start specific, 
you can usually generalize later.

If you start specific, you can usually generalize.



Don’t assume the problem. 
Research it.



Talk to users

Caroline – a student in User Interface design who is 
shy, but is forced to participate in class and fill out 
a form after class to record her participation



Research Competitors



Read books, papers, theories, scientific 
evidence to get insights into the problem.



Design isn’t linear. It’s iterative.



To minimize risk on novel designs, 
Use iteration on each risky aspect of the design
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Idea Product

Touch screen Soft keyboard One button



Start with low-fidelity prototypes.

Test ideas quickly. 


